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2019 
 
Nomad Security Fence System  
The Nomad Security Fence System is a portable protection fence that does not penetrate the ground or 
use external weights. The patented post assembly uses steel picket fence panels that can be installed on 
multiple terrains without the use of equipment and is easily transported. The modular components 
allow for added security and technology accessories. The Nomad system is a force multiplier that can fit 
into any technology category that would benefit from higher security but is restrained by ground 
conditions. 
 
iSeeYou360 - Rear Vision Head Mount Display Safety System  
Wearable technology allows users to view and record what’s going on behind them. Gives full-time 
situational awareness and puts eyes in the back of your head. Blind spots are eliminated in your 
periphery like a rear-view mirror on your body. Soldiers, public safety, motorcycle riders and cyclists 
have an inherent inability to see what is going on behind them. Our safety device uses real time video 
feed, multi spectral camera technologies and advanced near-eye optics. Bluetooth, internal recording, 
cloud redundancy delivers a higher level of safety and enhanced security. WATCH YOUR BACK! 
 
Drone Lock to Detect and Force Land Any Rogue Drones  
Develop a method solution to detect any unauthorized or rogue drones, forcing them to land in 
designated area. The method comprises of both hardware and software solution which works in tandem 
to effectively take control of the drone's operation by lawful agencies. "Drone Lock" is a security system 
that enables vendors to lock their drones for secure operations when sold in US. Law enforcement 
agencies shall have the tools & systems to securely take possession of the drone’s equipment with the 
"Drone Lock" system, during incidents of unauthorized and rogue incidents. 
 
Simultaneous Localize and Map - Detect and Recognize (SLAM-DR)  
SLAM-DR is a real time geospatial information system. It’s a SW & HW solution which simultaneously 
localizes and maps (SLAM) incoming UAV video or still images to create a 3D reconstruction of an area of 
interest with multi-object detection and recognition (DR) through the application of machine learning 
methods. Using a video feed or images from a camera on a UAV, operators can in real-time while it is 
being generated, manipulate 3D terrain and structures and see objects of interest appear in the 
immediate context and overlaid on existing maps and terrain. Able to geo-locate and identify (recognize) 
objects even in GPS denied environments. 
 
AeroPlug - Autonomous Drone Recharging Station 
Despite all advances in drone technology, there are still many technical bottlenecks for commercial 
UAVs to break through in order to expand more application services. Our patented UAS addresses a 
main issue: the limited endurance of drones. It enables automated operations of commercially available 
drones by charging and storing of them with payload on board. Our technology protects drones, and 
provides additional functionality, such as the ability to autorun the drone, and readiness for immediate 



mission performing. This technology makes the autonomous operation of drones much more efficient, 
inexpensive, and easy to implement. 
 
HS-Drone [.com] 
Drone technology (e.g. quadcopters) is application-limited due to low energy efficiency and low 
velocities. HS-Drone's patent-pending passively-adjusting tiltwing technology is a simple, light-weight, 
low-cost, and scalable technology. 
 
Simple, light-weight, and low-cost translate to this "transition" drone technology having the potential to 
replace bus, truck, train, and airline passenger/parcel service for distances from 20-1000 miles due to 
the combination of high speeds (>300 mph), access due to vertical takeoff/landing (VTOL), and high 
passenger-mpg (> 50). Scalable translates to performing R&D and demonstration on the toy scale with 
the results being directly scalable in size from toy to parcel to passenger service. 
 

2018 
 
Enhanced Autonomous Vehicles and Situational Awareness for the Warfighter  
Current Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) solutions require too much human 
involvement, size, weight, power and cost.  Aware Vehicles and its partners are advancing innovative 
fully autonomous Unmanned Aerial-Ground-Marine Systems (UAGMS) to conduct and support 
persistent, round-the-clock real-time ISR in support of urgent operational needs and requirements of 
the Warfighter including but not limited to the identification of camouflaged personnel or equipment, 
IEDs, bunkers or chem-bio signatures.  Our innovative systems approach solves small unmanned vehicle 
range and user limitations while providing an unprecedented level of situational awareness and artificial 
intelligence with advanced imaging technologies and data analytics.  Other defense applications include: 
infrastructure and damage assessment; disaster response; logistics and freight management; and real 
time 3D mapping.  
 
Thermal imaging drones  
My technology is thermal imaging drones. They will be able to help firefighters see through smoke, help 
in search-and-rescue operations, and police or military. I believe these drones will be useful day or night. 
 
ISeeYou360 rear vision head mount displays/safety device   
Wearable technology allows users to view and record what’s going on behind them.  Gives fulltime 
situational awareness and puts eyes in the back of your head.  Blind spots are eliminated in your 
periphery like a rear-view mirror on your body.  Soldiers, public safety, motorcycle riders and cyclists 
have an inherent inability to see what is going on behind them. Our safety device uses real time video 
feed, multi spectral camera technologies and advanced near-eye optics. Bluetooth, internal recording, 
cloud redundancy delivers a higher level of safety and enhanced security. WATCH YOUR BACK!  

  
Total Facility Security: All equipment, airspace, connectivity secure  
Noice Industries secures all physical infrastructure, including access control, airspace, buildings, 
connected devices (IoT), facilities, equipment, land, operational technologies (OT) and property. Noice 



Industries produces autonomous and turnkey surveillance solutions that deliver actionable intelligence 
and situational awareness in real-time, from confined spaces or critical infrastructure to the most 
difficult and remote locations. We utilize drones and smart sensors to provide continuous day and night 
aerial, all-terrain, marine, sub-terrain, indoor, outdoor surveillance solutions. Experienced security 
companies may also purchase our UAV and sensors, hire its own pilots or personnel and implement a 
strategy designed and produced by Noice Industries.  
 
 


